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AI – The rise of the machines 
 

In previous Alpha-Bites we have highlighted various threats to mankind from asteroids to Ebola. We noted 

with interest therefore, the recent warning from Stephen Hawking that ‘the development of full artificial 

intelligence (AI) could spell the end of the human race’. This has been backed up by a similar warning 

from Microsoft founder Bill Gates. Machine super-intelligence is the key threat and this could be 

particularly true for financial markets. One only has to remember the ‘Flash Crash’ in the US Treasury 

market late last year or the problems with RBS/Nat West cash machines as examples of how computers 

can affect everyone’s wealth and daily lifestyle.  

 

Atlas, developed by Google, is one of the world’s most advanced robots and can function without an 

attached power cord. The idea is to develop robots which in the future could assist humans in disaster 

zones. Which got me thinking. Am I worried that, one day, I may be replaced by a machine? Well, all I can 

say about next week’s Alpha Bites is don’t worry, ‘I’ll be back’.     

 

What have we been watching? 

 

The key question is just how aggressive are the Greeks going to be in re-negotiating their bail-out 

programme with the EU, ECB and IMF which expires on 28th February? In addition, given that the earlier 

ECB QE vote was not unanimous, we suspect the German government is unlikely to be any mood for debt 

forgiveness. Under what scenario then can Greece stay in the EU? Furthermore, given the way this may 

play out what ramifications for Italy, France and Spain which also have anti-austerity parties growing in 

popularity? BoE governor Mark Carney has commented that Europe needs ‘financial integration and 

common fiscal arrangements’. To add to European woes EU ministers are considering further sanctions 

against Russia. As if further proof was needed that the ECB had to launch QE, Eurozone lending 

contracted slightly in December while the region suffered outright deflation in January of -0.6% due to 

lower oil/energy prices.  

 

  In the UK, economic growth slowed during Q4 2014 with GDP up by 0.5%. While 2014 was the 

strongest year form the UK since 2007, the unbalanced nature of the recovery remains a concern as 

industrial output was marginally lower. However, consumer spending is likely to sustain momentum into 

2015 with growth estimates for Q1 of 2.5%.   

   

  With so many parts of the world currently struggling, this places greater pressure on the US 

economy to keep delivering. Market nerves were therefore not helped by the US durable goods data for 

December which showed an unexpected drop in manufactured goods orders of 3.4%. While the volatile 

commercial aircraft sector was down significantly, of greater concern was business investment which 

edged lower for the second month in a row. US Q4 GDP showed a slowdown from Q3 with growth of 2.6% 

- with 1% attributed to weaker exports. Apart from Apple, which achieved a new record of the highest 

profit ever of $18bn in one quarter, this was borne out by results from a number of other leading US 

corporates which disappointed, highlighting weak emerging market demand and the strength of the US 



Dollar. However, there is a much brighter outlook for US consumers with falling gasoline prices with 

consumer confidence at a seven year high while new home sales picked up strongly during December. 

The US Fed’s statement was also more upbeat about the US economy, but did refer to risks from 

developing markets re-iterating the ‘patient’ stance on interest rate hikes. US analysts still appear divided 

over whether this is likely to be at the end of Q2 or Q3 2015.              

 

  In Japan, core inflation remains uncomfortably low at 0.5% but factory output appears to be picking 

up.  

 

  In China, Shanghai became the first city in China to ditch its official economic growth target for 

2015 as government policy shifts focus towards quality of growth over quantity.  

The January, official manufacturing PMI index dropped into contraction territory suggesting further 

stimulus measures may be forthcoming from the PBoC. However, in a sign of the underlying challenges 

for China, one of the country’s richest men is suing six local governments for late payments on 

infrastructure contracts.          

 

 The secretary-general of OPEC when asked about the oil price said ‘maybe prices have reached 

a bottom’. When asked ‘How long it will last?’ he replied ‘I don’t know but I’m sure the price will re-bound’. 

However, the oil price jumped sharply upwards back above $51.50 after data which showed a 25% fall 

in drilling rig activity suggesting the fall in price may start to remove some excess capacity. However, the 

pain from lower oil prices continues with Russia downgraded to below investment grade or ‘junk’ by S&P, 

while oil explorer Afren is seeking to defer a $15m interest payment on its 2016 bonds due 1st February 

2015. 

 

Markets have, so far, re-acted relatively calmly to the Greek election result and ECB QE is supportive, but 

we are mindful that the Greeks have voted for a far-left movement which is fundamentally opposed to 

the German led austerity. However, there has been carnage in in the Greek financial market with five 

year Greek bond yields soaring above 13% and Greek bank shares dropping 25% on news that €12bn of 

deposits had been withdrawn since December.  

 

With asset risk in Greece and more commodity reliant countries and companies struggling with cash flow 

it is highly likely that some of this pain is passed onto some global banks and bond holders – over 60% 

of Greek debt is held by the ECB, EU and IMF. As we have said before ‘what you don’t hold these days is 

just as important as what you do’. We remain very positive about a number of UK companies given the 

weak £ against the US Dollar and higher consumer disposable income due to lower petrol prices. 

However, even here it pays not to be too complacent due to May 7th, which looks like being the most 

unpredictable UK general election of modern times.       

 

Finally, following its record Q1 results Apple’s cash pile stands at a staggering $142bn. I wonder if Apple’s 

CEO Tim Cook has a voice message on his phone from the newly elected Greek PM Alexis Tsipras? 

 
If you wish to discuss any aspect of this newsletter, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 

Further information about Alpha Portfolio Management, our products and services, please visit www.alpha-pm.co.uk or email 
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